Optical detection of ultrasound using high Q-factor resonators lack of scalable scheme. In this work, we present phase-modulated pulse interferometry, a scalable scheme, enabling interrogation of multiple resonators simultaneously.
Introduction
In optical detection of ultrasound, resonators with high Q-factors are often used to maximize sensitivity [1] . However, parallel interrogation by conventional interferometric techniques require an overlap between the resonator spectra, which is difficult to achieve with high Q-factor resonators. In this work, a new method is developed for parallel interrogation of optical resonators with non-overlapping spectra. The method, based on a phase modulation scheme for pulse interferometry (PM-PI), requires only a single photodetector and sampling channel per ultrasound detector -making this method a scalable one.
Experimental setup
The general scheme of PM-PI is shown in Fig. 1a . A wideband pulse laser is filtered and amplified, resulting in an interrogation spectrum that enclose the 4 non-overlapping resonators spectra presented in Fig. 1b . An unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a phase modulator (PM) on one of its arms is connected at the output of the source; where the phase is switched between two values with a difference of π/2. The resonators, implemented by π-phase shifted fiber Bragg gratings (π-FBGs) [2] , are connected to photodetectors whose voltage signals are sampled. The output of each resonator is switched between two interferometric states, which together enable us to monitor wavelength shifts of its resonance. The resonators spectra presented in Fig. 1b , shows the 4 non-overlapping spectra of the resonators. Fig. 1 (a) A scheme of PM-PI used in this work to interrogate 4 resonators, implemented with π-phase shifted fiber Bragg gratings (π-FBGs). A wideband pulse laser with band-pass filters (BPFs) and an erbium-doped fiber amplifier (EDFA) create a source with a high spectral power density and sufficient bandwidth to cover the spectra of all the resonators. The modulation unit is an unbalanced Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a phase modulator (PM) that is switched between two phase values with a difference of π/2. For each phase value, the pulses interfere differently at the output of each resonator depending on the phase difference in the MZI for the specific resonance wavelength of that resonator. In the current implementation, the duration of each phase value of the modulator corresponded to 5 pulses of the laser. (b) The transmission spectra of the four different π-FBG resonances used in the system shown in (a).
The MZI in Fig. 1a had an imbalance of 7 l cm  and included a PM with a modulation bandwidth of 20 GHz (PM-5S5-10-PFA-PFA-UV-UL, EOspace). The PM was fed with a square voltage signal with a frequency of 25 MHz and duty cycle of 50% and the modulated signals at the output of the π-FBGs were detected by photodetectors with a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz (DET01CFC, Thorlabs), connected to a 4-channel oscilloscope with a bandwidth of 1.5 GHz (Keysight, DSOX4154A). As shown in Fig. 1a, each Since the voltage signal was not synchronized with the repetition rate of the laser, some the laser pulses occasionally overlapped with the transition between the two states of the PM. To avoid transition effects, 0 P and /2 P  were extracted from the photodetector signals by calculating the median value for every 5 pulse peaks within half a cycle of the PM.
Results
The performance of PM-PI was tested using an acoustic setup similar to the one used in [3] . Briefly, the π-FBGs were placed in a water bath along with an ultrasound transducer with a central frequency of 1 MHz. The signals from the 4 channels were samples simultaneously. Each of the channels was demodulated into two signals 0 P and /2 P  , from which the ultrasound-induced frequency shift,   , can be recovered by defining
and calculating the phase of S , similarly to [4] . The simultaneous measurement of ultrasound-induced frequency shifts from four channels is presented in Fig. 2 . Since the π-FBGs were placed at different positions within the acoustic beam with possible differences in their exact orientations, the signals vary in their amplitude and delays. The strongest measured resonance shift had a peak-to-peak value of 1 GHZ, i.e. twice larger than the resonance width. Such a large shift cannot be properly measured using conventional CW laser interrogation, as previously demonstrated in [4] . 
Conclusions
In conclusion, we demonstrated a novel scheme for parallel interrogation of resonator-based interferometric detectors of ultrasound. Our scheme is based on a variation of pulse interferometry, in which the pulses are modulated at the input of the resonators by a PM. The modulation enables the coding in time of two interference states, which facilitates digital demodulation of the desired signals from simple power measurements. PM-PI overcomes a major limitation of interferometric detectors of ultrasound -the inability to simultaneously interrogate several resonators with non-overlapping spectra. Ultrasound detector arrays based on PM-PI may be used to significantly improve the performance of hybrid imaging systems for which no compatible ultrasound detector array technology exist [5] .
